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ABSTRACT Continued scaling in accordance with Moore’s law is becoming increasingly difficult. Pitch
shrinkage and standard cell height reduction via design technology co-optimization with design rules have
sustained this scaling until recently. However, we observe that standard cell device scaling is becoming
saturated due to yield and cost. One way to continue device footprint reduction is by expanding in the
third dimension via monolithic 3D integration, using for example stacked gate-all-around (GAA) devices,
complementary FETs, vertical FETs, and 3D logic. However, using these footprint scaling approaches to
increase device density creates new problems. Using vertical gate-all-around FET (VFET) technologies as
a specific instance of 3D device scaling, we demonstrate that the key bottleneck to footprint scaling is the
pin density wall. The footprint of a block is predominantly limited by the pin density as we increase the
number of active device layers. While a full-blown paradigm shift on layout methodology, design flow, and
electronic design automation (EDA) platform is not available now, we describe in this article three specific
baby steps that can alleviate the pin density problem and demonstrate their potential benefits for footprint
scaling: (1) allocating standard cell pin sideways and using block-level routing with the local interconnect
layers; (2) using the backside of the substrate for the power distribution network; and (3) using the generation
of more complex standard cells. We show via several core designs that a 42.6% reduction in the core area is
achievable when a combination of these operations is employed.

INDEX TERMS 3D integration, DTCO, pin-density wall, routing congestion, STCO, VFET, VLSI scaling.

I. INTRODUCTION
Since the publication of Moore’s law in 1965 [1], we have
observed prominent efforts to push for and/or facilitate the
scaling, including the Dennard’s scaling prediction [2], the
‘‘More than Moore’’ roadmap [3], and a recent new metric
proposal [4]. These self-fulfilling prophecies are essential for
the continued growth of themarket, expansion of the industry,
and demand for research and development. Figure 1(a) illus-
trates the scaling roadmap of the technology nodes released
by the IMEC team [5], [6]. There are three time windows:

1) The litho-centric era (-2013).
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2) The design technology co-optimization era
(2012-2025).

3) The system technology co-optimization era (2022-).
(1) Up to the year 2013, the scaling has mainly relied upon

pitch shrinkage. (2) However, starting from 2012, geomet-
ric reduction alone was no longer sufficient for the desired
scaling. One approach has been to decrease the number of
horizontal tracks of the standard cells to reduce the cell
height (Fig. 2(a)). However, track reduction induces routabil-
ity problems. Therefore, the industry has been tuning the
layout design rule parameters as a way to improve routabil-
ity. This co-optimization between the design technology and
track reduction has been able to sustain Moore’s law. (3)
However, after 2022, standard cell device scaling starts to
saturate due to yield and cost [7]. One way to continue the
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FIGURE 1. Scaling Roadmap. (a) Scaling roadmap [8]. (b) Device
Architecture and Ground Rules Roadmap for Logic Devices. [Sources:
International Technology Roadmap for Semiconductors, 2007/2009/
2013 [9]. The International Roadmap for Devices and Systems,
2016/2018/2021 [10]].

reduction of the device footprint is by expanding in the third
dimension, e.g. using stacked gate-all-around (GAA) devices,
complementary FETs, vertical FETs, and 3D logic (Fig. 2(b)).
This approach to technology expansion changes the physical
layout problem from a conventional planar device placement
problem to a three-dimensional spatial arrangement problem.

In this article, we focus on vertical gate-all-around
FET (VFET) technologies [14]–[17], which is a pre-
cursor (year 2027-2034) to 3D VLSI (year 2030-2034)
(Figs. 1, 2(b)). The gate length and spacer thickness of VFET
are less constrained than a conventional lateral FET as they
are oriented vertically. Furthermore, the freedom of device
ordering in VFET layouts leads to better layout optimiza-
tion in terms of routing resources and area density. Recent
studies [18], [19] describe a guideline with an interconnect
structure to harvest the maximum advantages of 1-tier as
well as many-tier VFETs which stack multiple transistors on
the same transistor footprint [20], [21]. Also, Lee et al. [22]
have proposed a SatisfiabilityModulo Theories (SMT)-based
many-tier VFET standard cell synthesis automation frame-
work and explored the impact of stacking multiple tiers on
the footprint of standard cells and the building block area as
shown in Fig. 3.
In the sequel, we will first describe the VFET architecture

and current state-of-the-art layout approaches. We demon-
strate that pin density becomes the bottleneck of footprint

FIGURE 2. Scaling with design and system technology co-optimization.
(a) Design technology co-optimization [11], [12]: Cell height reduction
(7.5-4T) to enhance the scaling as contacted poly pitch (CPP) drawn in
red) and fin pitch (in green) scaling slows down. (b) System technology
co-optimization [13]: After the period of FinFET (2011-2022), devices grow
in the third dimension to reduce the footprint. GAA: Gate-All-Around.

scaling. The footprint of the block is dominated by the pin
density, even if we increase the number of active device lay-
ers. Note that footprint shrinkage reduces the signal traveling
distance and thus the footprint size is one fundamental metric
of the power, performance, area, and cost of the technology.
While a full-blown paradigm shift on layout methodology,
design flow, and electronic design automation (EDA) plat-
form is not available now, we use the following operations to
demonstrate the potential benefits for footprint scaling.

1) Allocating standard cell pin sideways and using
block-level routing with local interconnect layers: We
incorporate back end of the line (BEOL) routing
resources that were only used for building local inter-
connections inside standard cells in the block-level
routing. Thus, routing with additional local intercon-
nect layers between the cells improves the routability
compared with the conventional routing only utilizing
the layers above the local interconnect layers in BEOL.

2) Backside power delivery network: We use the backside
of the substrate for the power distribution network. This
approach eliminates the BEOL routing for power pins
and thus leaves more routing resources for signal pins.

3) Complex standard cell generation: We show that the
pin density can be reduced with more complex standard
cells, which is consistent with our derivation according
to Rent’s rule.
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FIGURE 3. Block-level design utilization, standard cell, and building block area comparisons for 4.5T Lateral GAAFET and many-tier VFETs [22]. (a) design
utilization ((total standard cell area)/(building block area)). (b) standard cell area presented as a normalized average area of M0 Core, M1 Core, and AES.
(c) building block area presented as a normalized average area of M0 Core, M1 Core, and AES.

FIGURE 4. A sample of 2-tier VFET layout [22]. (a) layout architecture.
(b) A profile view of a 2-tier VFET inverter.

II. BACKGROUNDS
A. MANY-TIER VERTICAL GATE-ALL-AROUND FET (VFET)
The VFET technology [14]–[19] is a successor of comple-
mentary FET and a precursor of monolithic 3D logic [8].
The standard cells are built in the local interconnect layers
of the BEOL and cell pins are connected via the rest of the
BEOL above the local interconnect layers [22]–[24]. Within
the local interconnect layers, we can stack devices onmultiple
layers. Figure 4 illustrates a VFET sample of two-device
layers with (a) layout architecture, and (b) a layout sample of
an inverter [22]. The source/gate/drain nodes of VFET device
are vertically oriented (Fig. 4). The device layer (tier) is
associated with three metal layers for source, gate, and drain
interconnections. The gate poly layers are directly connected
to the corresponding (odd numbered) metal interconnection
layers (e.g., M1, M3). The routing on source/drain nodes
(e.g., M0, M2, and M4) is bidirectional and on gates is
unidirectional.

In the study, we use options of one to four device lay-
ers (tiers) for standard cell layout. The cell height can accom-
modate six horizontal metal tracks. The pins are allocated
with a routability-driven threshold to keep a lower bound

on the number of access points for each pin. The standard
cells are designed with a rule-based satisfiability modulo the-
ories (SMT) package so that the cell layout is optimized with
the given VFET technology constraints [22]. For the block-
level BEOL,we use fivemetal layers with unidirectional rout-
ing. Thus, the cell pins on top are connected unidirectionally
or are extended to another layer to be routed in an orthog-
onal direction. The block-level logic design, placement, and
routing are conducted using a commercial electronic design
automation software suit.

B. PIN-DENSITY WALL
We use the term ‘‘pin-density wall’’ to express the limita-
tion that footprint scaling is stalled even if we increase the
number of device layers in the VFET technology. Figure 5
illustrates the trend of block area vs. pin-density using 1-4
tiers on three different test cases.We calculate the pin-density
extracted from an average number of external connections
over one hundred windows over the block. For each size
ranging from 0.1um2 to 143um2, the window is shaped as a
square and its copies are evenly distributed over the block
(Fig. 6). In general, pin-density is inversely proportional to
the block area. The enlarged markers indicate the smallest
feasible block area, labeled with the corresponding pin den-
sity. In general, the block area becomes smaller as we increase
the number of tiers. However, the amount of area decreased
diminishes and all saturates around a pin-density in the range
of 40.1-44.1 pins/um2. The pin-density is reaching its limit
due to the following factors:

1) The reduction of the standard cell height with a
decreasing number of horizontal routing tracks leads
to decreasing routing resources and increasing pin-
density. This trend is driven by the DTCO effort
(Fig. 2(a)).

2) The addition of device layers that increases the device
density, but the number of pins per cell remains the
same. Therefore, the ratio of pins to footprint area
increases.

3) The saturation of the metal pitch (Fig. 2(b)), which
demands the same amount of area for pin access, even
for more advanced technology nodes.
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FIGURE 5. Plot of Building Block Area vs. Pin-density. (a) Plot of building block area of AES design as a function of pin-density per each #tier case from
lower utilization to the maximum achievable utilization (i.e., minimum valid area). Utilization = (total standard cell area)/(building block area). The larger
markers and data labels of each tier case represent the pin-density at the minimum valid area. (b) Same as in (a), but for M0 Core. (c) Same as in (a), but
for M1 Core..

FIGURE 6. Comparison of the pin-density by routing methods. (a)-(c) Box and whisker plots of pin-density in different window areas of (a) AES,
(b) M0 Core, (c) M1 Core design for 1/2/3/4-tier VFETs with the conventional routing method. Solid lines show mean line of each window area for 1-tier
(orange), 2-tier (purple), 3-tier (red), and 4-tier (blue) VFETs. Data labels present the average mean values for each tier case. (d)-(f) Same data as in (a)-(c),
but for the routing with local interconnect layers.

4) The conventional layout methodology, design flow, and
EDA platform, which uses small-functional standard
cells for flexibility, and two-staged two-dimensional
block-level layout (i.e., cell placement and block-level
routing). The smaller functional cells cause higher
pin-density than larger cells. The two-staged two-
dimensional block-level layout limits the capability of
fully utilizing the BEOL resources.

III. THREE STEPS TO ALLEVIATE THE PIN-DENSITY
PROBLEM
A. STANDARD CELL PIN ON SIDEWAYS AND BLOCK-LEVEL
ROUTING INCLUDING LOCAL INTERCONNECT LAYERS
We allocate standard cell pins to the top of the cell and allow
sideway connections below the top layer accessible for block-
level layout. The design rules for sideway connections are

set the same as those used in the standard cell generation
(Section IV).

For conventional layout design flows, the standard cell pins
are allocated on the top of the cell. We partition the routing
layers into three groups: local layers for intra-standard cell
layout, middle layers right above the local layers for inter-
cell layout, and global layers above the other two groups
for long-distance interconnect. The cell pins are located and
routed from the top local interconnect layer to the middle and
global layers in the block-level layout. The local layers within
standard cells are not used for inter-cell routing because the
utilization of the cell area is high, i.e., most cells are abutted
together edge to edge.

In order to break the pin density wall with a low utiliza-
tion rate, we propose to extend the cell pin sideways and
incorporate local interconnect layers for block-level layout.
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FIGURE 7. Examples of cells with pins on sideways. (a) Layer occupation of 3-tier AOI22× 1 cell’s I/O pins with top layer pin allocation
constraint. A1/A2/B1/B2/Y represent the I/O pins and the solid circles in blue/orange colors indicate the occupied layers by each I/O pin.
(b) 3-tier AOI22× 1 cell layout which is generated with top layer pin allocation constraint. Each of left/middle/right figure shows
top/middle/bottom-tier layers, respectively. The yellow boxes indicate the labels of I/O pins.

We explore the impact of cell pin allocation and block-level
routing methodology on the building block area through
the following approaches. (i) We synthesize standard cell
libraries with pins on top and also accessible sideways.
We perform the block-level layout using the middle and
global layers, which is the case for Fig. 5. (ii) We use the
same cell libraries but perform block-level layouts including
the local layers.

Figure 7 shows a layout example of AOI22× 1, where all
I/O pins (i.e., A1, A2, B1, B2, and Y) occupy the top layer
(solid circle in orange) with a threshold of accessible points
and also extend sideways via local routing layers. Fig. 7(a)
uses each column (pin) and row (local routing layer) to put
a dot indicating the pin is accessible on the corresponding
local routing layer. Fig. 7(b) illustrates the stick diagram of
the layout with labels on the pins.

B. BACKSIDE POWER DELIVERY NETWORK (PDN)
We explore the impact of backside PDN as one technique to
push against the pin density wall. Power pins take a portion
of the pin resources and routing resources. For example,
in our experimental settings (Section IV), we put column-
wise power stripes for every 64 contact poly pitches, which
take approximately 11.5% of total available vertical tracks
in the lowest middle layer. These power stripes are then
connected to the power pads on top of the chip via power
grids in the middle and global layers. The backside PDN
approach reduces the pin count and leaves more routing
resources for signal pins. Chava et al. [25] showed that the
backside PDN approach tackles the challenges such as the
higher current demand, increased power density, and low
power supply noise margin by separating the on-die PDN
from the conventional BEOL. In this study, we demonstrate
that the approach can improve area utilization.

C. COMPLEX STANDARD CELL FOR MANY-TIER VFET
We explore complex standard cells to reduce the pin den-
sity for block-level layout. Merging more standard cells into

larger complex cells can reduce the pin-density of each mod-
ule according to Rent’s rule [26]. Rent’s rule has T = tgp,
where T is the number of pins, t is a constant, g is the number
of gates, and p is a Rent’s constant in a range of (0.5, 0.8)
empirically. The large the module g, the ratio of pin T to gate
g (i.e., T/g = tgp−1) will become smaller since p− 1 < 0.

The goal to reduce the pin count using a complex standard
cell approach for VFET is different from conventional FET
designs. In conventional FET designs, we merge standard
cells to reduce the total transistor count, increase circuit per-
formance, decrease power, and potentially lower fabrication
costs on clever combinations of cells. For example, a 2-2 AOI
gate can be constructed with 8 transistors in CMOS, com-
pared to 16 transistors using two 2-input NAND gates (8 tran-
sistors), two inverters (4 transistors), and a 2-input NOR gate
(4 transistors). Therefore, in the conventional 2D process
architecture, combinations of basic cells such as NAND,
NOR, Inverter, Buffer, XOR, and XNOR can have such area
benefit if the combined logic function can be implemented
with a smaller number of transistors because the number of
total transistors is a critical factor determining the area of
cells.

For many-tier VFET architecture, we can merge two or
more cells to reduce the pin count and also, decrease the
footprint. Figure 8 illustrates an example of merging two
sequentially connected NAND2×1 cells into a single merged
cell in a 3/4-tier VFET structure. Since a NAND2 × 1 cell
consists of 4 transistors, it respectively has 8 and 12 dummy
transistors in each 3-tier and 4-tier configuration. Therefore,
we can merge these two cells using these empty transistor
placements. Theoretically, each 3/4-tier NAND2× 1 cell has
enough dummy transistors to accommodate one more set of
transistors without increasing its footprint. However, since
all the I/O pins must be located on the top layer for the
pin-accessibility, the merged cell requires one more CPP to
allocate all the I/O pins. Despite this overhead, the merged
cell can be implemented with one fewer number of CPPs
(4 −→ 3). In this example, the pin-density of the merged cell
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FIGURE 8. Examples of complex cells. (a) Schematic view of a NANDNAND2× 1 cell merging two sequentially connected NAND2× 1 cells. (b) Comparison
of #FETs, cell width, #pins, and #nets between two separate NAND2× 1 cells and one NANDNAND2× 1 cell. (c) Layout view of merging two
NAND2× 1 cells into one NANDNAND2× 1 with one less #CPPs.

is also reduced because the connection between ‘‘Y1’’ and
‘‘A2’’ is locally routed inside the merged cell resulting in
the reduced number of I/O pins (6 −→ 4). Thus, the reduced
pin-density of complex cells can lead to the improvement of
the routability in the block-level P&R.

In this work, we generate four complex cells (i.e.,
NANDNAND2× 1, NANDNOR2× 1, NORNOR2× 1, and
NORNAND2 × 1) combining two sequentially connected
NAND2 × 1/NOR2 × 1 cells that can be merged with the
same reduction of footprint (4 #CPPs −→ 3 #CPPs) and the
number of I/O pins (6−→ 4).We only consider 3/4-tier VFETs
because there is no area benefit in 1/2-tier architecture.
Table 1 presents the comparison of the number of instances
and the area occupation in the total design netlist related to the
NAND2×1, NOR2×1, and additional complex cells between
the original and the modified netlist accommodating complex
cells. The total number of NAND2 × 1/NOR2 × 1 cells
in AES /M0Core /M1Core is reduced from 5,020−→ 3,414 /
4,946−→ 3,826 / 4,474−→ 3,799 bymerging sequentially con-
nected cells into additional complex cells, respectively. Each
design has a different portion of NAND2×1/NOR2×1 cells
ranging from 16.0% to 33.9% across the different number of
tiers and netlists.

IV. RESULTS
A. EXPERIMENTAL ENVIRONMENT
1) STANDARD CELL GENERATION
To explore the scaling impact of many-tier VFETs on
cell-level and block-level area, we select 30 representative

TABLE 1. Changes on the NAND2× 1 and NOR2× 1 cells’ ratio by
introducing complex cells (i.e., NANDNAND2× 1, NANDNOR2× 1,
NORNOR2× 1, and NORNAND2× 1).

standard cells [27], [28]1 from ASAP7 [29] process design

1In this experiment, we select representative, typical types of standard
cells carrying various structures of combinational and sequential logic cells
by reflecting field engineers’ opinions.
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TABLE 2. Cell area comparison for 30 representative standard cells.

kit library as specified in Table 2. Then, we gener-
ate one to four tiers of VFET cell libraries with six
horizontal metal layers and buried power rails based on
the SMT-based many-tier VFET standard cell synthesis
framework [22]. The SMT-based framework formulates a
conventional (sequential) cell layout process as a constraint
satisfaction problem (CSP) with variables and constraints to
integrate place-and-route steps into a multi-objective opti-
mization problem. It adopts the state-of-the-art lazy-approach
SMT solver Z3 [30] to solve the given optimization prob-
lem. Thus, given netlist information and cell architecture,
the framework simultaneously obtains an optimal solution
that strictly satisfies the constraints of transistor placement,
in-cell routing, and conditional design rules. The clock and
latch placements of the sequential cell (i.e., DFFHQNx1)
are strictly ordered by the sequential datapath to optimize
the cells’ PPAC by adopting a cell partitioning feature [31].
Also, the I/O pins in each cell are allocated to keep the min-
imum two access points by the routability-driven threshold
constraint. In this work, we limit the exploration of device
stacking up to 4-tiers because it is observed that the cell
footprint gain decreases as the number of tiers increases and
the gain from 3-tier to 4-tier is less than 5% (i.e., 3.5%) as
shown in Fig. 3(b) [22].We adopt the same conditional design
rule [31], [32] parameters (i.e., minimum area (MAR) = 1,
end-of-line (EOL) = 0, via (VR) = 0, parallel run length

(PRL)= 1, step height (SHR)= 1, andminimumpin opening
(MPO) = 2) specified in the previous work [22].

2) BLOCK-LEVEL PLACEMENT AND ROUTING
We employ three open-source RTL designs [33], M0 Core,
M1 Core, and AES, which respectively have 17K, 20K, and
14K instances. We perform the block-level analysis through
the commercial P&R tool [34]. In this work, we removed
timing constraints (i.e., setup and hold) to maintain the same
netlist configuration (i.e., the same type/number of instances)
regardless of the number of tiers, P&R options, and the rout-
ing methods so that we can focus on the impact of changes in
the cell footprint, pin-accessibility, and P&R options on the
routability of designs. We set the number of masks for each
local layer of BEOL and use 36nm and 24nm for the contacted
poly pitches (CPPs)/Vertical metal pitch and horizontal metal
pitches, respectively, by applying the design parameters from
previous works [8], [15]. We use five middle BEOL layers
with unidirectional routing. The pitches and widths of middle
BEOL layers are set by referring to the LEF/DEF language
reference [35]. The front side power delivery network con-
sists of the topmetal-layer power meshes, intermediate power
stripes, and standard cell power rails (BPR). Then, the power
is delivered from the lowest middle BEOL layers, which is
4× wider than signal wires, to BPR using stacked vias and
SuperVia models [36], respectively. The power stripes for the
BPR standard cell rail are placed per every 64 CPPs [37].
We use the 300 #DRVs threshold to measure the valid block-
level area. As a common industrial practice, once the number
of DRVs increases beyond 300, the block layout is considered
too expensive to fixwith laborious (sometimes, manual) engi-
neering change orders.

B. RESULTS ANALYSIS
Figure 9 describes the results on three test cases (AES,
MO Core, and M1 Core) (Table 2) over three columns. The
first row (a, b, c) shows the total standard cell area vs. the
number of tiers. For standard cell library designs, the total cell
area scales by 153.7um2/350.0um2

= 0.439, 200.1/458.6 =
0.436, 239.6/585.6 = 0.409 from one tier to four tier tech-
nology for the three test cases. The area scaling from one tier
to two tier technology is the most significant, 191.3/350.0 =
0.546, 246.6/458.6 = 0.538, 305.3/585.6 = 0.521 and
the drop slows down afterward. The benefit of more tiers is
diminished by the VFET layout architecture (Fig. 4(a)) of
limited routing resources in a narrow (small #CPPs) and tall
(many tiers) space and the requirement that all pins extend to
the top. For complex cell designs, the total area scales by a
small percentage, 8.4um2/153.7um2

= 5.47%, 5.8/200.1 =
2.90%, 3.5/239.8 = 1.46% for four tier technology compar-
ing with the standard cell library designs on three test cases.
The percentage differences of the drop in the three cases are
caused by the netlist component compositions. As described
in table 1, the test case AES hasmore replacement of complex
cells (number of instances drops from 5,020 to 3,414) and
thus has more gain on the replacement. For this experiment,
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FIGURE 9. Block-level P&R results. (a) Standard cell areas of AES design with different cell libraries for 1/2/3/4-tier VFET cells. (b) Same as in a), but for
M0 Core design. (c) Same as in (a), but for M1 Core design. (d) Minimum valid building block areas of AES design with 1/2/3/4-tier VFET cells for various
experimental configurations. (e) Same as in (d), but for M0 Core design. (f) Same as in (d), but for M1 Core design.

FIGURE 10. Block-level design utilizations. (a) Minimum valid utilization of AES design with 1/2/3/4-tier VFETs for various experimental configurations.
Utilization = (total standard cell area)/(building block area). (b) Same as in (a), but for M0 Core design. (c) Same as in (a), but for M1 Core design.

we only adopt four complex cells, which are the most popular
(in number) on the netlist. If we allow more and larger com-
plex cells, we may see more benefits in cell area reduction.

Figures 9(d)-(f) show the block-level area vs. number of
tiers.We have five cases: (1) conventional block-level routing

excluding the local layers, (2) block-level routing with local
layers, (3) block-level routing with local layers and PDN on
the backside, (4) block-level routing with local layers and
complex cells, and (5) block-level routing with local layers,
complex cells, and PDN on the backside. We observe the
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FIGURE 11. Comparison of pin-density. (a) Average pin-density of AES design with 1/2/3/4-tier VFETs for various experimental configurations. (b) Same
data as in (a), but for M0 Core design. (c) Same data as in (a), but for M1 Core design.

FIGURE 12. Block-level P&R results of AES for the physical design option and approaches. Block area reduces from 274.9 um2 to 157.9 um2 while total
wire length from 46,302.4 um to 31,741.2 um. The local interconnect (intercell connection below pin layer) reduces from 9,414.0 um (the second map that
allows local interconnect) to 4,453.4 um.

block-area scaling from (1) (274.9, 321.1, 404.6) um2 to (5)
(157.9, 213.5, 260.0) um2 by (57.4, 66.5, 64.3) percents for
(AES, MO Core, M1 Core) on 4 Tier technology with the
corresponding improvement of utilization from (0.56, 0.62,
0.59) to (0.92, 0.91, 0.91) as shown in Fig. 10.
From (1) to (2), we observe most benefits: block areas

scale to (190.8, 245.5, 299.4) um2 by (69.4, 76.5, 74.0) per-
cents on 4-tier technology. The area reduction is caused by
extra routing resources (local layers), which allow higher pin
density. Fig. 11 shows that pin densities increase from (40.6,
41.1, 38.1) pins/um2 to (56.6, 58.9, 58.6) pins/um2 on 4-tier
technology.

From (2) to (3), we use backside PDN to free more pin
spaces and routing resources. Therefore, the block areas scale
to (174.2, 224.3, 259.2) um2 and the pin densities increase to
(61.5, 63.1, 64.3) pins/um2 on 4-tier technology (Fig. 11).

From (3) to (4), we use complex cells to merge some
standard cells. We observe that block areas scale to (174.2,
234.8, 287.4) um2 on 4-tier technology. However, pin densi-
ties of option (4) (58.0, 59.3, 58.8) pins/um2 are comparable
to the pin density of option (2). Because the two options
((2) and (4)) use the same routing resources (local, middle,
and global groups), they hit the same pin density wall. On the
other hand, for option (4), the pin counts of the netlist are
reduced by cell merging. Thus, option (4) renders smaller
block areas than option (2).

From (4) to (5), we add backside PDN in addition
to complex cells (option (4)). The block areas scale to
(157.9, 213.5, 260) um2 and the pin densities increase to
(62.4, 63.4, 63.3) pins/um2 for 4-tier technology.
From (3) to (5), we add complex cells in addition to

backside PDN (option (3)). The block area differences are
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(174.2, 224.3, 259.2)-(157.9, 213.5, 260.0)=(16.3, 10.8, -
0.8) um2. For the first two test cases, the block areas are
reduced. For the third test case, the benefit is buried by noise
because the case has fewer cell merging (4,474 merged to
3,799) (Table 1) than the other two. However, the pin densities
of these two options are comparable. Because options (3)
and (5) use the same routing resources (local, middle, and
global groups plus the PDN backside technology), options (3)
and (5) hit the same pin density wall.

V. CONCLUSION
We have reported a comprehensive study of three possible
approaches for alleviating the emerging wiring crisis by over-
coming the pin-density wall in monolithic 3D semiconductor
footprint scaling based on the VFET standard cell layout.
We have observed that pin-density is the bottleneck for the
conventional layout methodology, design flow, and EDA
platform which use small-functional cells for flexibility, and
two-staged two-dimensional block-level cell placement and
routing. Throughout the exploration for many-tier VFET con-
figurations up to four tiers, we show that the deterioration of
area benefits from cell footprint scaling without proper metal
pitch scaling can be significantly mitigated by increasing
pin-densities by (i) utilizing the additional routing resources
in the local interconnect layers of 3D cells, (ii) applying
the backside PDN option, and (iii) increasing module size
(i.e., complex cells) to reduce the pin-density in each module
according to Rent’s rule as shown in Fig. 12. Lastly, we find
that there are still rooms to further explore, e.g., the higher
parasitic resistance of many-tier VFETs and the thermal issue
in a stacked logic transistors [21] call future research topics to
obtain the maximum-achievable PPAC (power, performance,
area, and cost) benefits through VFET.
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